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Our Price $7,900
Specifications:

Year:  2015  

VIN:  3N1CE2CP4FL379652  

Make:  Nissan  

Stock:  2870  

Model/Trim:  Versa Note SV  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Hatchback  

Exterior:  [B17] Metallic Blue  

Engine:  1.6L I4 109hp 107ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Charcoal Cloth  

Transmission:  CVT  

Mileage:  87,001  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 31 / Highway 40

Step right up and feast your eyes on this vibrant blue gem of the road,
the 2015 Nissan Versa Note SV Hatchback! With a mere 87,001 miles
clocked on its dependable odometer, this hatchback is just revving up to
deliver joy and efficiency to its next lucky owner.

Under the hood lies a peppy 1.6L I4 engine, boasting 109 horsepower
and 107 ft. lbs. of torque, offering a perfect blend of performance and
fuel economy. Whether you're zipping through city streets or cruising on
the highway, this engine offers the responsive drive you crave without
the constant stops at the gas station.

But the true beauty of this Nissan Versa Note SV isn't just its
performance; it's the recognition it's garnered. Edmunds has lauded it
as one of the Top 10 Least Expensive Hatchbacks and Wagons,
making it an unparalleled choice for the budget-conscious driver who
refuses to compromise on quality. Meanwhile, Kelley Blue Book has
named it among the 10 Best Back-to-School Cars, a testament to its
reliability and style for students and young professionals alike.

Step inside, and you'll be greeted by a spacious cabin that belies the
Versa Note's compact footprint. The hatchback design ensures ample
cargo space, ready to accommodate your groceries, gear, or getaway
bags. The interior is crafted with comfort and convenience in mind, with
features and finishes that invite you to settle in and savor every drive.

Manufacturer options and packages on this particular model have been
thoughtfully selected to enhance your driving experience. From the
moment you slide behind the wheel, you'll appreciate the attention to
detail that Nissan has invested in this vehicle.

The exterior, dressed in a captivating shade of blue, is more than just a
color choice—it's a statement. It speaks to the Versa Note's personality:
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color choice—it's a statement. It speaks to the Versa Note's personality:
fun, vibrant, and ready for adventure. The sleek lines and modern
design elements turn heads and promise that this is no ordinary
hatchback.

Safety and reliability are paramount, and this 2015 Nissan Versa Note
SV doesn't disappoint. It's built to protect you and your passengers,
giving you peace of mind every time you buckle up. With its proven
track record and the recognition it's received, you can drive with
confidence knowing that you're in one of the most esteemed vehicles in
its class.

Imagine the possibilities that await you with this Nissan Versa Note. It's
the perfect partner for daily commutes, weekend getaways, and
everything in between. Whether you're a first-time buyer, a student
looking for a reliable ride to campus, or simply someone who
appreciates value and quality, this is the car that will exceed your
expectations.

Don't miss your chance to own this award-winning hatchback. The 2015
Nissan Versa Note SV is ready to make a lasting impression, with its
blend of efficiency, style, and acclaimed performance. Visit us today and
take the first step towards driving away in a vehicle that's as practical
as it is delightful. Your blue-hued chariot awaits!
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Installed Options

Interior

- Front air conditioning  - Cargo area light - Power outlet(s): 12V front  

- Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Clock - Digital odometer - Trip odometer 

- Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench

Exterior

- Front bumper color: body-color - Mirror color: body-color - Spare wheel type: steel  

- Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Rear wiper: intermittent - Window defogger: rear
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